Intraoperative soft tissue balance using novel medial preserving gap technique in posterior-stabilized total knee arthroplasty: comparison to measured resection technique.
To investigate intraoperative soft tissue balance with femoral component trial in place using a novel medial preserving gap technique, focusing on medial compartment stability and allowing lateral physiological laxity, with compared with using a measured resection technique in posterior-stabilized (PS) total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Primary PS TKA, using either medial preserving gap technique (n = 127) or measured resection technique (n = 148), was performed in 275 subjects with varus knee osteoarthritis. Intraoperative soft tissue balance with femoral component in place was assessed using Offset Repo-Tensor with 40 lbs. of joint distraction force throughout the range of motion, and medial and lateral compartment gaps (mm) were calculated. Medial and lateral joint gap changes (mm) were calculated by subtracting the medial/lateral compartment gap at 0° from the medial/lateral compartment gap at each knee flexion angle, respectively. Medial and lateral joint gap changes in medial preserving gap technique were significantly smaller than measured resection technique respectively (mean difference between two procedures: medial; 0.9 ± 0.2 mm, lateral; 1.0 ± 0.3 mm). Medial and lateral joint gaps were significantly changed during knee flexion in measured resection technique, whereas medial and lateral joint gaps were not significantly changed during mid-to-deep knee flexion (30°-90° in medial, 30°-120° in lateral) in medial preserving gap technique. Medial preserving gap technique provided more consistent intraoperative soft tissue balance during knee flexion than the measured resection technique, suggesting that this novel technique can be utilized to obtain a more stable joint gap in PS TKA. III.